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Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2016 8:59 PM 
To: Brian Halvorson <bhalvorson@cityofsantamaria.org> 
Subject: Brian - Please review. Would the City have an issue me sending the below to the City council??? 
 
Good Evening Mayor and Council Members,  
 
My name is Eric Newton and I am contacting you on the behalf of Libertine Brewing Company regarding 
an appeal that is forthcoming on the June 7 City Council meeting agenda.  Our application for a tasting 
room at our A Street location has been unfortunately denied by the planning 
commissioners.  Thankfully, we are fortunate that we have an opportunity to appeal to you as a final 
decision.  We are aware that you can review other factors including the big picture that the Planning 
Commission has overlooked.  
 
As a brief synopsis, we have worked with several departments within the City to obtain their support of 
this conditional use permit, not to mention, alleviate any and all concerns of our surrounding 
neighbors.   We feel we have went above and beyond to fully address all concerns to date(specifically 
that of parking and alcohol safety) with both the City and with our neighbors by modifying and accepting 
several conditions(hours of operations, occupancy, parking agreements, etc.) limiting our 
operations.  Our first planning commission meeting ended in a 2-2 Vote and the comments by the 
commissioners voting against us, only pertained to Parking impacts and gaining support of a nine person 
petition that had concerns of our operations.  It seems that the planning commissioners did not 
understand that our hours of operations were off hours(after 5 on weekdays and weekends).  The 
proposed hours would not affect any operations of the current residing businesses.  In addition, we have 
created a parking plans and will execute parking agreements with our adjacent neighbors(2 Required) 
currently supporting us.  Regarding the petition, we found that the originator spearheading the signing 
completely misrepresented our operations claiming that we are a bar that will be open all day and night 
7 days a week.  This was not true and we took steps prior to the next planning commission meeting to 
contact these signers to educate our real operations. 
 
As requested by the planning commission at the first meeting, we were tasked to contact the current 
petitioners to see if we can draw their support by educating them on our true operations.  We did just 
that by either meeting in person, telephone conversations, and holding an outreach meeting.  Of the 
nine signers, we reached all but three.  I happily reported after discussing our operations, the majority 
were at least neutral on this CUP request.  A few of these parties also attended the outreach meeting 
and I feel it was a successful educational tool as they have either turned to support us or are 
neutral.  Staff has a copy on the attendees sign in sheet and their positions.  With 41 businesses housed 
in this industrial development, I only know 1 party that remains against us and 3 others that I was not 
able to get a hold in touch with to explain our real operations.   
 
We have also addressed that our proposed tasting room is not a “Bar”.  Our primary operations in this 
building is of a storage and packaging facility.  The tasting room would be secondary use that would 
allow the public to sample/enjoy our beers, provide for retail sales, and tours to educate the consumers 
on the operations of a brewery.  We are a higher end brewery that would cater to the professional 
cliental and the more experienced beer consumers.   
 
We reported our positive findings in the second planning commission meeting.  But unfortunately we 
have found that the commissioners have already made their decision with regards to our fate due to 
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only one known individual against us.  There was one commissioner that cited that this was not the right 
location for a tasting room due to the parking impacts and effects on other businesses.  But we 
respectively disagreed, explaining that our operations were off hours and that the development would 
benefit from the 7 unused spaces that we would allow our neighbors to use during business hours.  In 
addition, several conditions were put in place to prevent us from effecting the operations of our 
neighbors and we believe our business will not have any negative affect on any of the surrounding 
businesses for several reasons such as our off hour operations, parking plan, safety plans, our 
professional cliental, occupancy limits, and a six month review period.  There are so many success 
stories of breweries and wineries existing in industrial parks all over the state of California, not to 
mention locally.  Buellton, tin city in Paso robles, the wine ghetto in Lompoc, the funk zone in Santa 
Barbara; to name a few in the central coast. 
 
As an additional point, there are similar businesses such as Santa Maria Brewery and Moxie Café, not 
more than a few blocks away, that received approval on their CUPs and have successfully integrated into 
an industrial park setting.  In addition, Our industrial development has several other businesses that 
have CUPs approved for a public aspect; such as a Climbing wall gym and a Martial Arts Academy just a 
few doors down from us.  Both cater to the public similar to our request and have had no issues.  In 
addition, both are in support of our CUP 
 
We truly believe our management will have success at this location and we currently have tremendous 
support in the Community through the newspapers and social media and believe Libertine would be a 
great addition to Santa Maria area.   We look forward to a bright future in Santa Maria and hopefully 
participating in the local Community Events such as the Friday Farmers Market and possibly plan a few 
of our own in Santa Maria partnering with the City and other businesses. 
 
Please enjoy the following video explaining who we are and what we do: 
 


https://vimeo.com/160628291 


 
We ask for your support in approving our conditional use permit for our tasting room.  Feel free to 
contact me with any questions and/or concerns. 
 
To show we have local support, Libertine Brewing started a petition.  Please see the tremendous 
support that we have in just one week by clicking the below link. 
 


http://www.thepetitionsite.com/877/179/447/approve-libertine-brewing-companies-


santa-maria-taasting-room/#sign 


 


 


 
Eric Newton 


Newton Construction & Management, Inc. 


CA Lic #783608 A B C10 


805-544-5583 


805-544-5584FAX 


805-423-3172CELL 
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Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2016 9:19 AM 
To: Web-City Clerk <clerkweb@cityofsantamaria.org> 
Subject: Libertine Brewery - CUP 


 
Honorable Mayor Patino and Councilmembers: 
 
I was disappointed to hear that the City Planning Commission denied the conditional use permit 
for a tasting room owned by the Libertine Brewery on A Street here in town.  I voiced my 
support several weeks ago before the hearing and I'd like to do the same for this project now.  I 
urge you all to vote to support this project.   
 
The owners and staff at Libertine have successfully operated two other locations, one in Morro 
Bay since 2012 and one in San Luis Obispo about a year ago.  These two locations have added 
so many benefits to the community and provide a great local place for friends to gather.  The 
craft beer industry is expanding and provides added tourism benefits.  People who love beer 
seek out these special types of rare beers and it would be incredibly special to have a location 
in Santa Maria.  
 
I work less than one mile from the Libertine's existing brewery and would absolutely love to 
have a tasting room within walking distance of my office.  As a young professional, I leave Santa 
Maria when I'm looking for entertainment and activities in the evenings and on the weekends.  I 
head to places like San Luis Obispo because there is more to do.  Santa Maria desperately 
needs more places to attract the under 40 crowd, especially younger employees who may 
commute outside Santa Maria because they do not want to live in town. I know many 
employees in our area, including CD Zodiac, drive into Santa Maria every day from San Luis 
Obispo.  Having more attractions in Santa Maria would help some of those commuters want to 
buy a house here and spend more time and money here.  


I also feel this use fits in well with the existing surrounding businesses and would be strongly 
supported by our community.  Moxie Cafe serves beer and wine, Sunset Grill (now closed) 
served beer, and Santa Maria Brewing is just down the street.  Allowing the Libertine to add a 
tasting room to their existing space fits in with the character of the neighborhood and certainly 
adds to it as well. 


The main complaint of one of the neighbors is parking.  This business, Simms Machinery, is 
open from 7am to 4pm during the week.  The tasting room is conditioned to open from 5pm to 
10pm during the week.  There is no way that parking would be an issue because the hours 
of operation do not overlap and the conditions limit the number of patrons.  I feel the 
project as conditioned is fair- it allows the business to operate but also is restrictive enough to 
prevent any unwanted noise or issues with parking.   
 
I urge you to vote to approve this project. 
 


  
Thank you for your consideration, 
Dianna Beck 
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Item 6 - Libertine - Beck Letter
Agenda related material provided to a majority of the City Council after distribution of the Agenda Packet.
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Item 6 - Libertine - Meyer Letter
Agenda related material provided to a majority of the City Council after distribution of the Agenda Packet.
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Dear Mayor and Councilmembers: 
  
I have a long history with the A Street Business Center (Commercial Broker for the project from 
the beginning) and represented many of the companies that exist there today. I’m reaching out 
to address my concerns regarding Libertine Brewing’s request to add a tasting room (see 
below): 
  


 Late hours of operation (10pm) attracting the wrong crowd (seems excessively late for a 
tasting room). 
 


 Due to no common parking, layout and lack of store front parking in this center I foresee 
parking issues. 
 


 The use is focused on marketing to the general public, which is in direct conflict with the 
allowed “Permitted Uses”. 
 


 Applicant’s future request for “Special Events” understandably would cause over-parking 
and towing issues. 


  
All that being said, I welcome their use as a warehousing, distribution and office user. It’s only 
the proposed tasting room that has a real potential to upset existing businesses and set a 
precedence in the business center; beyond the intentional use design for this Center. A tasting 
room should be in a retail location or on a larger site to accommodate the traffic, special 
events, limo unloading, etc. 
  
I welcome any questions concerning the history of the A Street Business Center. 
  
Regards, 
  
Michael McKibben 
 
PS - I’m surprised Libertine Brewing closed escrow prior to the CUP approval, if the tasting room 
was critical. 
 
 


 
A Professional Real Estate Firm 
Michael McKibben 
Mail: P.O. Box 1515 
Pismo Beach, CA 93448 
805-235-1454 (C)  
BRE Lic. #00849458 
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Received 6/6/16 
City Council 


10:59 a.m. 
 
Subject: Libertine tasting room comments 
 
Mayor and City Council Members, 
I understand that the City Council will entertain a petition from the Libertine Brewing Co. to revisit the 
decision made by the City Planning Commission to deny their application for a permit to open a tasting 
room at their A St facility. I’m unable to attend the meeting in person but wanted to forward you my 
thoughts. I believe that the Planning Commission made the correct decision for a number of reasons: 


1) The parking situation for the A St complex businesses is not aligned for a high use need for a 


tasting room. Each tenant has limited number of spaces available for its employees and patrons 


and does not lend itself to increase numbers with the addition of the needs of a tasting room at 


that location. As tenants we all pay for maintenance of the parking areas as part of the fees on 


our lease and the additional wear and tear on these areas could result in a raising of those fees 


not resultant from our own use. If you were to visit the A St complex you’d see that the business 


parking lots have large palm trees in the medians. While this was done to limit large trucks from 


traversing the parking area it also tends to make driving through the parking area difficult – not 


necessarily lending itself to patrons that have spent several hours tasting beer. Additional as 


there is no parking on A St proper I can easily see the overflow parking ending up in the alleys 


behind the A St businesses or in the businesses across the street from the Libertine facility. 


There is no safe crossing area for that as well putting folks at risk at crossing on the middle of 


the road. 


2) Libertine has stated that they will limit the number of patrons and the number of days that the 


tasting room will have access. Limiting the number of patrons is an unacceptable 


thought/approach. While they may limit the number within the tasting room by their own 


control how do they intend to limit those waiting outside wanting to go inside? Are they going 


to have a waiting list that they’ll send text messages to the next taster ready to come on down? 


Are they going to have a “bouncer” in the parking lot asking people to move on? While both of 


these are sarcastic in nature it does point out that they cannot control a waiting crowd. And 


crowds there will be – just swing by the Figueroa Brewing Company tasting room at Me N Eds on 


any given night and you will see that the place is packed! 


3) So as stated they intend to limit number of days to Fri, Sat and Sun after 5 – to start. Originally 


their petition asked for 7 days a week with even longer hours. As soon as their foot is in the door 


they will undoubtedly follow up with a request for expanded hours. While this is on the 


pretense of “fine” beer tasting, one must not lose sight that this is a business in the business of 


making beer. The more opportunities for folks to taste their beer the more opportunities to sell 


their beer. Not to fault them for this – just their choice in location. 


4) Also in the light of expansion most tasting rooms have the ability to serve food at their location 


– whether to enhance the tasting process or whether to give their patrons the opportunity to 


not drink on an empty stomach. Is Libertine planning this as a possible expansion area as well? 


5) The Planning Commission went through the detailed due process that they are appointed to 


perform. They understand the zoning, they have heard the concerns of the adjoining businesses 


and the rendered a fair decision. D. If we cannot abide by the decisions they make then what 


authority do they have left? 


In summary while I recognize Libertine’s desire to expand their business, their current location does not 
fit within current zoning and regardless is not a good fit for the surrounding business area for the  
 







 
 
reasons previously stated. I encourage the City Council to allow the Planning Commissions’ decision to 
stand unchanged and encourage Libertine to search for a more appropriate site.  
Thank you 
Respectfully, 
Scott 
 


Scott Ballew    
Business Member 
2389 A St Santa Maria CA 93455 
Office: 805-922-4274  
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Received 6/6/16 
City Council 


10:59 a.m. 
 
Subject: Libertine tasting room comments 
 
Mayor and City Council Members, 
I understand that the City Council will entertain a petition from the Libertine Brewing Co. to revisit the 
decision made by the City Planning Commission to deny their application for a permit to open a tasting 
room at their A St facility. I’m unable to attend the meeting in person but wanted to forward you my 
thoughts. I believe that the Planning Commission made the correct decision for a number of reasons: 


1) The parking situation for the A St complex businesses is not aligned for a high use need for a 


tasting room. Each tenant has limited number of spaces available for its employees and patrons 


and does not lend itself to increase numbers with the addition of the needs of a tasting room at 


that location. As tenants we all pay for maintenance of the parking areas as part of the fees on 


our lease and the additional wear and tear on these areas could result in a raising of those fees 


not resultant from our own use. If you were to visit the A St complex you’d see that the business 


parking lots have large palm trees in the medians. While this was done to limit large trucks from 


traversing the parking area it also tends to make driving through the parking area difficult – not 


necessarily lending itself to patrons that have spent several hours tasting beer. Additional as 


there is no parking on A St proper I can easily see the overflow parking ending up in the alleys 


behind the A St businesses or in the businesses across the street from the Libertine facility. 


There is no safe crossing area for that as well putting folks at risk at crossing on the middle of 


the road. 


2) Libertine has stated that they will limit the number of patrons and the number of days that the 


tasting room will have access. Limiting the number of patrons is an unacceptable 


thought/approach. While they may limit the number within the tasting room by their own 


control how do they intend to limit those waiting outside wanting to go inside? Are they going 


to have a waiting list that they’ll send text messages to the next taster ready to come on down? 


Are they going to have a “bouncer” in the parking lot asking people to move on? While both of 


these are sarcastic in nature it does point out that they cannot control a waiting crowd. And 


crowds there will be – just swing by the Figueroa Brewing Company tasting room at Me N Eds on 


any given night and you will see that the place is packed! 


3) So as stated they intend to limit number of days to Fri, Sat and Sun after 5 – to start. Originally 


their petition asked for 7 days a week with even longer hours. As soon as their foot is in the door 


they will undoubtedly follow up with a request for expanded hours. While this is on the 


pretense of “fine” beer tasting, one must not lose sight that this is a business in the business of 


making beer. The more opportunities for folks to taste their beer the more opportunities to sell 


their beer. Not to fault them for this – just their choice in location. 


4) Also in the light of expansion most tasting rooms have the ability to serve food at their location 


– whether to enhance the tasting process or whether to give their patrons the opportunity to 


not drink on an empty stomach. Is Libertine planning this as a possible expansion area as well? 


5) The Planning Commission went through the detailed due process that they are appointed to 


perform. They understand the zoning, they have heard the concerns of the adjoining businesses 


and the rendered a fair decision. D. If we cannot abide by the decisions they make then what 


authority do they have left? 


In summary while I recognize Libertine’s desire to expand their business, their current location does not 
fit within current zoning and regardless is not a good fit for the surrounding business area for the  
 







 
 
reasons previously stated. I encourage the City Council to allow the Planning Commissions’ decision to 
stand unchanged and encourage Libertine to search for a more appropriate site.  
Thank you 
Respectfully, 
Scott 
 


Scott Ballew    
Business Member 
2389 A St Santa Maria CA 93455 
Office: 805-922-4274  


 
 







